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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System on Thursday, October 20, 1966. The Board met in the Board

Room at 10:00 a.m.

had

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Robertson, Vice Chairman

Mr. Shepardson

Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Daane
Mr. Maisel
Mr. Brimmer

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Holland, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Solomon, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Molony, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Cardon, Legislative Counsel

Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Partee, Associate Director, Division

of Research and Statistics

Mr. Sammons, Associate Director, Division

of International Finance

Mr. Grimwood, Assistant to the Director,

Division of International Finance

Delegation of functions (Item No. 1). The Bureau of the Budget

requested the Board's views on enrolled bill S. 1556, which would

aMend section 11 of the Federal Reserve Act to authorize the Board "to

delegate, by published order or rule and subject to the Administrative

Procedure Act, any of its functions, other than those relating to rule-

'flaking or pertaining principally to monetary and credit policies, to

°Ile or more hearing examiners, members or employees of the Board, or

Pederal Reserve banks. The assignment of responsibility for the per-

f°rmance of any function that the Board determines to delegate shall be

function of the Chairman. The Board shall, upon the vote of one
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member, review action taken at a delegated level within such time and

in such manner as the Board shall by rule prescribe."

A distributed memorandum from the Legal Division dated

October 18, 1966, noted that such legislation had been recommended

by the Board. An attached draft of reply to the Budget Bureau would

t'ecommend that the enrolled bill be approved by the President.

Unanimous approval was given to the proposed reply to the Budget

8ureau; a copy is attached as Item No. 1. It was understood that the

Legal Division had begun work on developing, for the Board's considera-

ti°n, possibilities for the delegation of specific functions.

Foreign travel. Mr. Katz, Adviser in the Division of Interna-

tional Finance, was authorized to travel to Ottawa, Canada, on an actual

exPense basis, to discuss with Canadian Treasury and central bank offi-

cials on October 21, 1966, the recent increase in U.S. dollar claims of

Canadian banks.

Voluntary  foreign credit restraint program. Pursuant to the

Understanding at yesterday's meeting Governor Robertson had distributed

to the other members of the Board a package of documents relating to

the voluntary foreign credit restraint program applicable to banks and

Ilonbank financial institutions Included in the package were a memo-

from Governor Robertson citing reasons for his recommendation

that
the program be placed on a standby basis, and setting forth his

Preferences if the program was not suspended; statistical tables prepared
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by the staff relative to the current position of banks under the pro-

gram; an analysis by Mr. Grimwood based on three alternative approaches

to the bank program; another analysis by Mr. Grimwood describing the

effects of a rollback of the bank ceiling; memoranda from Mr. Partee

describing possibilities for modifying the part of the program appli-

cable to nonbank financial institutions; a memorandum from Mr. Sammons

giving reasons militating against changing to a September 1966 base for

the bank program; and a Treasury survey of export financing dated

September 1966.

As explained in his documentation, Governor Robertson's recom-

mendation was to place the program applicable to commercial banks and

n°nbank financial institutions on a standby basis, with no ceilings

established for 1967, but with the institutions requested to continue

re 
Porting and an understanding that guidelines would be reinstituted

if necessary. His first alternative, if suspension was not feasible,

Would be to retain the 1964 base and the 109 per cent ceiling with a

small additional allocation, on request, to banks with small bases for

the Purpose of financing exports. His second alternative would be to

cut the existing leeway available to the banks about in half according

to a
Plan that would retain the 1964 base and the 109 per cent ceiling

but
request banks not to utilize in 1967 more than 50 per cent of their

le Tew,
aY between the amount outstanding as of September 30, 1966, and the

109
Per cent. The aggregate amount of the leeway was approximately
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$1,150 million,
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and 50 per cent thereof would be in the neighborhood of

$575 million, which therefore would represent the maximum outflow of

bankcredit in 1967. This proposal would give some additional room for

expansion to all banks (except those presently over their ceilings) and

at the same time give relatively more room for expansion to those banks

that were farthest below their ceilings.

At the beginning of today's discussion Governor Brimmer related

his understanding of the Administration's time table, which in essence

contemplated that the Cabinet Committee on the Balance of Payments

would place recommendations before the President by around the eighth

of November with the thought that the President would in turn make an

announcement concerning the overall balance of payments program by

aro und the middle of November. The thought was that it would be help-

to both the financial and nonfinancial participating institutions

14 'making their plans to have some early indication of the Government's

Pr°gram for 1967. A substantial amount of work had been going on within

the Administration on various phases of the total balance of payments

Pl.°8ram, Governor Brimmer said. The Commerce Department's proposed

v°1unta ry program for 1967 was well along and had been reviewed in sum-

q form by an ad hoc committee.

Governor Daane reiterated the view he had expressed at yesterday's

meeting that the problem involved essentially a matter of judgment as

t° tactics. He had long felt that the Federal Reserve should recommend
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removal of the voluntary program for which it had been assigned respon-

sibility at the earliest feasible date. It was the kind of program

that interfered with market processes. From a purely economic stand-

Point this would be a logical time to suspend the program, but as he

read Governor Robertson's memorandum he was troubled on two counts.

First, it was Governor Robertson's view that suspension of the program

for financial institutions might create an incentive for participants

Under the Commerce Department program to perform better. The question

°f judgment involved here was whether to press initially for a removal

(3f the Federal Reserve program and then fall back to alternatives if

necessary; whether such an approach would create more pressure for a

ightening of the Commerce Department program or have the reverse

e flee t It was Governor Daane's opinion, based on his contacts within

the Administration, that such an approach would lessen the Federal

Reserve's leverage in terms of the overall program.

As to Governor Robertson's opinion that suspension would con-

tribute to confidence in the dollar because it would indicate optimism,

it was Governor Daane's view, based on his international contacts, that

such would not be the case. In his judgment, if it became known that

he Federal Reserve was pressing for suspension of the voluntary bank

Pr°gram, that would tend to have an adverse effect on confidence in

the 
dollar and create an impression abroad that the U.S. was not firm

ill its determination to bring its international payments position into

balance.
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Governor Daane summarized by saying that he agreed with Governor

Robertson's argument about not maintaining a voluntary control beyond

its point of usefulness. However, in the current context, when the

Administration was trying to shape up for announcement a balance of

Payments program for 1967, he felt that the Federal Reserve

its influence in the molding of the total program, at least

to indications in the group with which he had been working.

could lose

according

He also

felt that the System would not create a favorable impression abroad

discontinuing its voluntary program at this time.

Governor Brimmer commented that the question before the Board

apparently was not simply whether to have the voluntary program or

nothing. Instead, it seemed to be whether to try to maintain some

variety of voluntary program or to embark at this point toward a manda-

tory 
program,

Was

the

not

Put

d

by

which might take the form of some kind of a tax. If it

implicit in the argument for removing the voluntary program that

Federal Reserve would enhance the prospect of mandatory controls,

Only over bank credit flows but direct investments, that should be

O n the table clearly and the Board should do some work on it. He

not seen enough analytical work on that problem to enable him to

Make 
ajudgment at this time. In terms of 1967, moreover, it was

etremaly late in the game to undertake that kind of analytical review,

lic)t anlY within the Board but within the Administration. If the Board

4411°11.noed some variety of voluntary program for 1967, it might want to
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come back later in that year to the question of mandatory controls, but

he would want to deal with that question on its own merits.

As to the alternatives that had been placed before the Board

for a voluntary program for 1967, Governor Brimmer said that as he

appraised the balance of payments prospects he saw reason to cut down

°n the outflow that could occur under Governor Robertson's first alter-

native to suspension. He would want to consider that as a minimum and

Preferably turn to the second alternative.

Mr. Brill noted that Governor Robertson's alternatives, or

variations thereof, would not prevent a substantial outflow. If devel-

°Pments got to the point where, for domestic reasons, the Federal Reserve

saw need for a change in monetary policy, the fact that such an outflow

wa
Still possible--combined with the prospect of losing this year's

vaad ntage of an inflow of funds through foreign branches of American

bank_b-would constitute arguments against adopting the monetary policy

aPPropriate to the domestic situation. In his view the best strategy

for the Government as a whole would be to work toward a balance of

Payments program that would not place such an inhibition on monetary

Policy.
From a tactical standpoint it would seem best for the Federal

Reserve to take whatever position would influence the Administration to

tudY a mandatory program in more detail.

Mr. Solomon said he had felt for a long time that there was

gQing to be need for some type of mandatory program that would diminish
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the incentive for U.S. residents to move capital abroad and for

foreigners to borrow in the U.S. The question was when it would be

most appropriate for the Government to introduce such a program. Perhaps

Pressure could be exerted by pressing for a suspension of the voluntary

Program. It was a question of tactics.

Governor Daane reported that he understood Mr. Young (Senior

Adviser) felt that that would be the best way to keep pressure on the

Commerce Department and to pave the way for moving toward mandatory

controls. However, he (Governor Daane) did not agree with that view.

Mr. Holland said he was impressed with the fact that any control

that 
incorporated a base period encountered more and more difficulties

the
,Longer the base period continued in effect. In terms of tactics,

if the target was mandatory controls the argument must be made in terms

that voluntary controls have inherent weaknesses and cannot be depended

uP°n over time. The Federal Reserve would have to make a case that in

itS 
°wn area of responsibility it saw such shortcomings that the wisest

Step 
Would be to drop the voluntary program.

Governor Daane suggested that such a case could have been made

more 
Persuasively several months ago. As Governor Brimmer had indicated,

ther
e was a time schedule to be considered. It was not realistic to

thj 
"A that the Treasury could be persuaded to move for mandatory con-

tt.018 in a matter of a few days.

Governor Mitchell commented that it must be recognized that the

balan
ce of payments problem, insofar as it arose from capital outflows,
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was going to be a matter of concern for a long time. The sooner it was

realized that some permanent program was required the better, because

it would take months to work out a mandatory program. He also pointed

°ut that the Federal Reserve had received, under its voluntary program,

a good degree of cooperation from the banking system. The banks were

exPariencing an inflow as of today, and there was at present no need

for the voluntary bank program. The question was how, in those circum-

stances, a program adopted almost two years ago could any longer be

justified.

Governor Robertson commented that although it might not be

Possible to convince the Administration on a proposal to suspend the

vc4nntary program for financial institutions, it seemed to him that it

was appropriate to call attention to the advisability of suspending

controls whenever they were not needed as well as to call attention to

the fact that this particular problem should be met in a more effective

way than through voluntary controls, which tend to erode over time. The

Federal Reserve's function should be one of emphasizing the need for

correcting the balance of payments problem, and the recommendation on

he voluntary program should not be based solely on strategical con-

siderations. He would prefer to go to the Cabinet Committee on the

Balance of Payments simply with a recommendation for suspension. If

necessary, the Board could then fall back to some alternative.

Governor Daane agreed that there was much to be said for that

eas°ning. However, he felt that the chance of success would be slight
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and that the Federal Reserve would be left vulnerable in the shaping

of the overall program.

Governor Maisel commented that it would be unfair to everyone

if the Board did not report its honest opinion. It should be made

known that the voluntary bank program as presently constituted was

largely ineffective. The Board could hardly recommend in good faith

continuation of a program that would permit a potential outflow of more

than $1 billion.

Governor Brimmer replied that the real question was whether the

Potential should be reduced or eliminated. If it were, the program

need not be ineffective. The related question was how the program could

be shaped best to stimulate the financing of exports. Those were the

focal questions presented to the Federal Reserve in terms of the program

for 1967.

Governor Maisel commented that that would require a major change

in the voluntary program, which he would not favor. For some time he

had been of the opinion that a mandatory program was needed, and he

would not want to have consideration of such a program deferred in favor

Of s voluntary program that he did not think was worthwhile.

Governor Shepardson expressed the view that voluntary programs,

if used at all, should be used for temporary periods in order to buy

time within which to make fundamental adjustments. Such programs tend

to be inequitable, some abiding by them and others taking advantage of
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them. In his opinion they could not be justified on a long-term basis.

The Federal Reserve had enjoyed unusual success with the bank portion

of the voluntary program, but he agreed with Governor Robertson's pro-

P°sal for suspension of the program at this time. In fact, he would

Prefer a rescinding of the program. He had been hopeful that a strong

effort would be made toward fundamental long-range balance of payments

corrections, and the maintenance of the voluntary program avoided pres-

sure for a real solution. If a recommendation for suspension could not

be used as a prod for more fundamental changes, including, if necessary,

mandatory controls, the recommendation could at least be presented with

the hope of encouraging the Commerce Department to mold its program in

such a way as to achieve results similar to those accomplished under

the bank program.

However, Governor Shepardson continued, it would be preferable

if the proposal could be used to encourage the development of a manda-

tory program, one which could be enforced equitably. The first thing to

it seemed to him, was to present the Board's views accordingly. As

t° alternatives, it was obvious that Governor Robertson's first alter-

Ilative suggestion would leave a good deal of leeway for institutions

that 
wanted to expand their foreign credits. If the Board was left in

P"ition where it had to continue to participate in a so-called volun-

tary 
effort, the first alternative would be little more than a gesture.

At the same time he had doubts about the next suggested alternative,
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for it seemed inequitable to the parties who had done the most under

the voluntary program. The banks that were close to or over their

ceilings would have gained by going that far. If there was going to

be a cutback, a reduction of ceilings across the board might be pref-

erable.

Governor Robertson commented, in reply, that some banks had

illovedup to their ceilings in good faith. Those that had remained under

the ceiling may have done so because of considerations such as domestic

credit conditions. If it were now said that those who had moved up,

but in compliance with the program, had to move down again, that would

seem unfair. Also, enough room must be left for some expansion to take

care of export credits, for example. Under a straight reduction of

ceilings, not only would there be no room for expansion but many banks

would have to liquidate some of their outstanding credits, even though

they had complied with the voluntary program guidelines.

Staff comments then were invited, and Mr. Sammons said he ques-

tioned 
the philosophy of permanent capital controls. However, he would

agree with the view that any such controls, if decided upon, should

Preferably be mandatory, and in form that would leave as much room as

P°ssible for market forces to operate.

Governor Shepardson added to his previous comments by saying

that he did not favor either voluntary or mandatory controls as a

eoritinuing proposition. However, if it came to a choice between the

470, he would favor a mandatory over a voluntary program.
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Mr. Grimwood said that if there had to be mandatory controls

he would favor a tax approach as involving minimum interference with

market processes. If it was necessary to go on with the voluntary pro-

gram, he hoped it could be retained in essentially its present general

fc)rin. He felt that it would be a mistake to move to some formulation

that would lie midway between a voluntary and a mandatory program. If

the Board attempted to become too specific, an entirely different type

of program would come into being--more difficult to administer and

Probably not as effective.

Mr. Partee noted that the situation could change quickly. That

was recognized by the banks and the nonbank financial institutions.

T
herefore, if the program should be placed on a standby basis, they

'night feel that they had better move fast. Accordingly, a standby

announcement might encourage a rapid outflow of capital, and on that

account he would prefer to terminate the program rather than to put it

°II a standby basis. As to the various alternatives that had been pre-

sented, the first alternative provided substantial leeway and the Board

rIlight be faced quickly with the question of what to do about it. In

terms of overall leeway the second alternative seemed reasonable; the

difficulty was that for some fairly sizable institutions there would be

substantial leeway.

Mr. Partee felt that the voluntary program could only be tempo-

l'arY in any event. If it was extended much further, new base dates
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would probably have to be established. Ultimately, he felt that manda-

t°rY controls would be required, but it was late in the year to think

of that in terms of the program for 1967. The Board might want to

exPress a view, however, that the voluntary program had worked about

as far as it could, that a first order of business next year should be

to develop a new program, but that in the meantime the voluntary program

would be carried over.

Governor Mitchell suggested that perhaps there would be less

objection to dropping the present program if conditions were agreed upon

"der which such a program would be reinstated. Such conditions might

be listed in presenting the matter. It might be possible, in fact,

thereby uY to create a better program, if circumstances made one necessary,

than contemplated by alternatives presently under consideration. At

anY rate, there was now an opportunity to terminate a control that was

not presently needed, which would put the Federal Reserve in a better

P"ition vis-a-vis the banking system. As soon as an announcement of

termination was made, some amount of credit likely would flow out, but

that 
would not trouble him as long as the situation did not get out of

hand.
There could be a regular reporting system, so the Federal Reserve

e°41d see what was happening and be prepared to act if necessary.

Governor Daane conuitented that he would be inclined to lean more

to the suggestion of Mr. Partee than that of Governor Mitchell. He

W°41
d be willing to join the other members of the Board in a strong
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expression of views against continuing the voluntary program indefinitely.

Yet the immediate issue before the Board, in his opinion, was what could

be done to tighten the program consistent with the balance of payments

deficit and the financing of it, a problem that would no doubt become

more critical before it eased.

One possibility, Governor Daane suggested, would be to say

firmly that the Board believed a review of the efficacy of the total

balance of payments program was required, but to add that the Board

/s4puld go along into 1967 with a voluntary program patterned after

Governor Robertson's second alternative in order to be consistent with

What the rest of Government was doing, assuming that that would not

lead to procrastination in reviewing the total program. Adoption of

that alternative would give evidence that there was no weakening of

determination to restore the U.S. international payments position to

balance From a practical standpoint it was not going to be possible

() 
bring any mandatory program into being soon, and meanwhile there was

the continuing balance of payments deficit to be dealt with.

Governor Mitchell spoke again in favor of reinstating the volun-

tarY program if that became necessary, with a decision on how to shape

such a program made at that time. For one thing, he pointed out, a

better 
base date could then be established. Governor Daane expressed

doubt that it would be easy to reinstate such a program promptly, and

Governor Brimmer expressed the view that a suspension of the present
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Program, combined with a policy of greater monetary ease, would create

conditions making the restoration of the program a likely necessity at

a rather early date.

As to the possibility of a tax approach, Governor Brimmer said

that he and Governor Daane had been participating in the deliberations

of an interagency group related to the Cabinet Committee on the Balance

of Payments. A number of issues had been explored, including the tax

question, and various alternative approaches had been tried out on var-

ious people. The Secretary of the Treasury had indicated his reaction

from time to time. His judgment some time ago had been that it was

unlikely that tax legislation could be obtained. He advised the group

11°.t to spend much additional time working on an assumption that a man-

datory program would be possible to take care of the problem for 1967.

Governor Maisel commented that that amounted to a refusal to

look at the economics of the matter and a position that the banking

8Yatem should be volunteered as a means of dealing with the problem.

ROwever, unless there was a rollback no effective results really could

be achieved through the bank part of the voluntary program, and a roll-

back would create major problems of equity.

Governor Brimmer responded that some staff work had been done

Within the Administration on the possibility of instituting a mandatory

13°gram. Papers on alternative approaches had been prepared and dis-

cussed. However, when the question was asked about what could be done

for 1967, that question did not comprehend the possibility of a tax.
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Chairman Martin then commented that there had been a good

exchange of ideas. A majority of the Board

Governor Robertson authority to try

the voluntary program for financial

leave the matter there and await the result before

natives.

clearly favored giving

to make a case for suspension of

institutions. It might be best to

getting into alter-

Governor Daane noted that there was an executive committee

meeting scheduled for tomorrow, at which thinking would be requested

on possibilities for tightening the voluntary program. Governor Brimmer

commented that a draft of the total program for 1967 must be worked out

800n for presentation to the Cabinet Committee on the Balance of Pay-

ments. A tentative outline had already been requested. The overall

Proposal should be put together in time for the meeting of the Cabinet

C°mmittee scheduled at the end of this month.

Governor Robertson suggested that Governors Daane and Brimmer

might advise their group that the Board proposed to present the case

for terminating the voluntary program but continuing the reporting

sYstem, and assure the group that the Federal Reserve would take steps

to reinstate the program promptly, if any substantial outflow occurred,

" a basis adapted to the then prevailing conditions. They could also

that if the recommendation for suspension was not accepted, the

hoard then would recommend that the bank program be shaped so as to

Prevent any expansion beyond the present 109 per cent ceiling. If that
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Was not acceptable, the Board then would recommend that the program be

continued with a cutback in the usable portion of the leeway by 50 per

cent.

Governor Daane replied that none of the members of the Board

except Governor Robertson appeared to favor the first alternative. He

Proposed saying to his group that Governor Robertson was going to pre-

sent the case for suspension to the Cabinet Committee, but if that

recommendation was not acceptable the Board would offer a modification

of the program along the lines of the 50 per cent alternative.

Governor Robertson then said that he would make available, for

use at the committee meeting tomorrow, a documentation of that proposal,

along with a proposal relating to nonbank financial institutions.

Governor Robertson went on to say that his argument for suspen-

si°n would be premised on the thought that a voluntary program can be

effective for only a limited period of time, and that accordingly there

was need to formulate a more permanent program suitable to cope with

the balance of payments problem, whether that be a tax, as he had sug-

gested months ago, or something else.

Governor Daane urged that Governor Robertson, in presenting the

cae for suspension, not base it on a premise that the Board had not

rallY agreed to, namely, that the voluntary program could go no further

‘Iithout serious erosion and the Board therefore advocated proceeding

444 the tax route.
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Governor Briumier agreed and said that he would want to have the

Board I s position on record first.

Governor Robertson then said he could state that there was need

for an approach to the balance of payments problem that was more per-

%anent, one that would meet the situation--no matter what that might

be—without putting an undue burden on monetary policy, that the only

Purpose of a voluntary program was to buy time to develop a longer-run

s°1uti0n, and that he had submitted his own ideas along that line some

time ago, although not with the thought that they were necessarily the

°IllY answer.

Governor Brimmer said he would buy that, adding although he

zight come to the conclusion that a tax was needed he would want to

ec)me to such a conclusion only on the basis of careful analysis.

Governor Robertson noted that that was essentially a task for

the Administration. The Board could only suggest the need for some

Pr°gram other than a voluntary program over the longer run.

Governor Mitchell observed that the discussion had pointed up

clear-Y a belief on the part of some, if not all, of the Board members

that this was a problem that should not be temporized with further and

hat some kind of effective action must be instituted.

Chairman Martin then suggested again that the Board not try to

ree-L
'" a decision between alternatives now, and for the moment simply

4thorize Governor Robertson to make the case for suspension.
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Governor Mitchell expressed the view that that should be the

Only Board position that anyone would refer to at this juncture.

Governor Brimmer commented that if that was the only position

the Board wanted to have represented in discussions in preparation for

the Cabinet Committee meeting, a rather difficult problem was posed.

Presumably a draft of report would be prepared that would say only that

the Federal Reserve was dropping its program.

Governor Robertson disagreed, pointing out that the Federal

Reserve was acting as an agent in administering a voluntary balance of

PaYments program adopted by the Administration. The Board had no right

tO 
drop its part of the program except with consent.

Governor Daane then said he would propose to say to his group

On Friday that Governor Robertson was going to present the Board's

Position, which would call for suspension. In the event that that

tion was not accepted, however, the Board would be prepared to

14'3ve along certain alternative lines.

Governor Brimmer noted that it was the function of the committee

to which he and Governor Daane had referred to prepare a program for

censideration by the Cabinet Committee. He asked again what the Board

''()u.ld want said to that group in such circumstances, and Governor Maisel

suggested offering expertise on the different possibilities that the

Cabinet 
Committee ought to consider. Governor Daane repeated his appre-

hension that by following such an approach the Federal Reserve would
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;

lose some of its influence in the shaping of the total balance of pay-

Inents program.

Governor Briumier expressed the view that he and Governor Daane

should present Governor Robertson's second alternative as a possibility,

but Governor Maisel commented that there should then also be a memorandum

Showing the costs of that alternative. Governor Mitchell coauuented that

the Board's negotiator in this matter was Governor Robertson, and that

lt would not seem appropriate for other negotiators to move in ahead of

him.

Governor Robertson then said that he could appreciate the posi-

ti°n in which Governors Daane and Briumier found themselves. They had

been asked to suggest ways and means whereby the voluntary program could

be tightened. It would not be inappropriate, he thought, if they were

to take with them proposals along the lines of the second alternative

for the bank program and the modified program for nonbank financial

illstitutions. They could say that if the program had to be tightened,

that was a way of doing it. However, they should make clear that the

majority of the Board felt it would be wise to terminate the program

th respect to financial institutions at this juncture, with a contin-

uation of the reporting system so that the Board would be in a position

to move promptly, if need be, to reinstate the program in whatever form

seemed advisable in light of conditions then existing.

Governor Daane said that he and Governor Briuuner would proceed,

13f
t:ourse, according to such an understanding, and Governor Robertson
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concluded the discussion by repeating that he would furnish them appro-

Priate material for their use in connection with tomorrow's committee

meeting.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: Governor Shepardson
today approved on behalf of the Board
memoranda recommending the following
actions relating to the Board's staff:

QPntment

Charlotte H. Massey as Secretary, Division of Personnel Administra-

ti°n, with basic annual salary at the rate of $5,683, effective the date
of entrance upon duty.

ctance of resignation 

Mary E. Kerwin, Key Punch Operator, Division of Data Processing,
effective the close of business October 28, 1966.

Assistant Secretar
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Mr. Wilfred H. Rommel,
Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference,

Bureau of the Budget,
Washington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Romme

Item No. 1
10/20/66

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

October 20, 1966.

This is in response to your communication of

October 18, 1966, requesting the views of the Board on
the enrolled bill, S. 1556, authorizing the Board to
delegate certain of its functions.

The Board is in favor of the legislation and
recommends that the enrolled bill be approved by the

President.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.


